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This year, we celebrate “our” 45th anniversary, and when we say 

“our,” it is because of all of you, members and suppliers (partners), 

with whom we have been able to “work together and win  

together” all these years. 

We’ve had many challenges over our 45 years as an organization 

but even with new competition, new technologies and the 

continual evolution of customer habits, we have found ways to 

grow, succeed and innovate together. 

The future will bring new challenges, opportunities and many 

changes.  To meet these challenges and to succeed, we’ll need to 

adapt, stay creative and continue to innovate. We will do this by: 

Working Together and Winning Together.

 

Thank you all, and Happy Anniversary!

Denis Gendron
President
United Grocers Inc.

In Praise of Profitable Partnerships
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u n i t e d  g r o c e r s  i n c .

Our Mission

To be a United National Procurement

Organization of Food Retailers

committed to work together and co-ordinate

partnerships that will deliver

national and private brand opportunities

in all departments.

Generate cost reductions and efficiencies

with maximum performance,

value and commitment

for mutual benefit of members and suppliers.

Working Together = Winning Together 
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Original United Grocers Wholesalers Ltd. logo  

and charter document, 1972 
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Overwaitea, B.C.

Consolidated Grocers, B.C.

Victoria Community Grocers  

Co-operative Association, B.C.

United Grocers Wholesale, B.C.

Slade & Stewart, B.C.

Alberta Grocers, Alta.

Associated Grocers, Alta.

Merco Wholesalers, Alta.

Newhouse Wholesale, Alta.

Interprovincial Co-operatives, Sask.  

(which included Atlantic Co-op  

and Federated Co-op)

Merchants Consolidated, Man.

Weidman Bros., Man.

The same decade, Woodward’s (1975),  

A&P (1978), and Sobeys (1979) joined.

The Founders
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A select group of Western Canadian wholesalers 
found United Wholesale Grocers Ltd., with  
George Deegan as president.

Metro Inc. joins the organization, making it truly  
national.

United Wholesale Grocers Ltd. becomes  
United Grocers Inc. (UGI).

Michael Marinangeli becomes the second president 
of UGI upon the retirement of George Deegan, and 
moves the headquarters from Calgary to Toronto.

UGI launches the annual Supplier Appreciation 
Dinner.

UGI launches national brand  
Simply Kids.

Denis Gendron succeeds Michael Marinangeli, 
to become the third UGI president.

UGI Milestones

The way it was

1972

1981 

1987 

1997 

1998 

2005

2011
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H.Y. LOUIE CO. LTD. (joined 2011)
Fresh Street Market

OVERWAITEA FOOD GROUP LTD.  
PARTNERSHIP

Overwaitea (founding member)

Buy Low – BC

Buy Low – Associated Grocers – AB 
Bulkley Valley Wholesale

QUALITY FOODS (joined 2014)

METRO RICHELIEU INC. (joined 1981)
Metro – Ontario 

Metro Richelieu – Montreal
Metro Richelieu – Quebec
Boeuf Merite – Montreal
Boeuf Merite – Quebec

Super C
McMahon

J.L. Duval Ltee – St-Jean Port-Joli
Adonis

FRESON BROS. (joined 2015)

DOLLARAMA (joined 2015)

UGI Members and Divisions

FEDERATED CO-OPERATIVES LIMITED
Federated Co-operatives (founding member)

Grocery People

THE NORTH WEST COMPANY  
(Canadian Division) (joined 2010)

LONGO BROTHERS FRUIT MARKETS INC. 
(joined 1999)

LONDON DRUGS (joined 2011)

COLEMANS FOOD CENTRE (Focenco)  
(joined 1999)

CORE-MARK INC. (joined 2014)
Core-Mark – Calgary
Core-Mark – Burnaby 
Core-Mark – Winnipeg 
Core-Mark – Toronto 

COUCHE-TARD INC. (joined 2014)
MAC’s Convenience Stores Inc.
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Working alongside president Denis Gendron  
is a small but enthusiastic team dedicated to 

working in the best interests of members.

Denis Gendron 
President

Anna Wickens 
Senior manager

 finance and administration

Kevin Hayes  
Director, 

business development

Dragana Todorović
Executive assistant

Rocco Di Mascio   
Director, 

business development

Anita Young   
Category analyst

The Team Behind the Members
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It was 1972 when a group of 12 forward-

thinking western-based wholesalers 

joined forces to pool their buying in  

order to better compete with the large 

grocery chains. 

 
Originally incorporated as United Wholesale Grocers Ltd., 

United Grocers Inc. has evolved with the times to what  

it is today – a national procurement organization  

representing key retailers across the country, boasting a 

combined share of 31 per cent of the Canadian grocery 

industry and annual sales more than $32 billion.

While at one time, the organization focused solely on  

grocery categories, it has since expanded to include 

suppliers of all business areas, fresh departments, and 

other store operation services. For example, over the last 

few years, UGI has made agreements with suppliers for 

electronic flyers, electronic couponing, and even shipping 

pallets. “As the market is evolving, and organizations and 

competitors are becoming more and more aggressive, 

you have to look at every area to find ways of being more 

efficient and  generate synergies when possible,” says UGI 

president Denis Gendron.  

Whereas UGI had been founded to consolidate purchases 

to earn volume rebates, it has moved well beyond that 

mandate to co-ordinating national-brand promotions, 

preferred-supplier arrangements, and private-label and 

seasonal procurement and promotions.

A Strong Legacy 
Forty-five years ago, the fledgling United Wholesale  

Grocers Ltd. buying group chose George Deegan,  

formerly manager of food operations for founding  

member Interprovincial Cooperatives, as its first president. 

He continued in that position for the next 25 years,  

guiding the group through initial growing pains and  

skepticism on the part of suppliers. But members stood 

their ground and stuck together to overcome the early 

hurdles. In 1987, Deegan oversaw the organization’s  

name change to United Grocers Inc. to reflect the retail 

focus of its members and usher in a new era. 

“I am very proud of my 25-year history with UGI,” says 

Deegan, still a keen industry observer. “It is amazing  

what can be accomplished when committed people work 

together for a common goal.”

Deegan was succeeded in 1997 by Michael Marinangeli, 

who had most recently been vice-president merchandis-

ing at Oshawa Foods. Under Marinangeli, UGI set a  

new mandate to become a national procurement or-

ganization, partnering with suppliers on new initiatives, 

targeting growth categories, and consolidating purchases 

to lower costs. To better reflect its then-national pres-

ence, Marinangeli moved the head office from Calgary to 

Toronto.

“I am glad to see that UGI and its members continue to 

grow and add value in this complex and competitive retail 

environment,” says Marinangeli, who now leads MIDEB 

Consulting Inc. “I wish you all continued growth and 

prosperity. Working together as a group has been a key 

component of your success.”

Proud Past, Exciting Future   
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M any savvy suppliers have formed 

partnerships with UGI members 

over the years, to the benefit of both  

parties. 

“The key benefits for suppliers are the support and  

engagement they get from the UGI members,” says  

Gendron. “That’s the main reason why suppliers who  

have joined UGI never leave. When a supplier works 

closely with UGI and its members, everybody is focused 

on growing sales and generating benefits for all parties. 

This relationship and interaction was created 45 years 

ago, and remains effective today. We have adapted with 

the times and situation, and our members know how 

important execution is for suppliers.”

Gendron says it is the role of UGI to help 

members and each supplier grow their 

sales. “In some cases, we will guide 

suppliers on what they can successfully 

offer to our members,” he explains.  

“At the same time, we are working with  

suppliers to build programs that will fit 

our members’ individual strategies,”  

since each has different demands and 

expectations. “The UGI team works with 

each supplier on programs, products  

and offers that will have overall appeal. 

However, sometimes the answer is not 

a one-solution program but a mix of 

options from which each member can 

choose.”

UGI meets with suppliers on a regular 

basis to review what has been  

successful and identify areas where  

improvements can be made. 

As Gendron explains, the relationship between members 

and suppliers is the most important part of UGI. The UGI 

team, he says, is “just a wheel between these two parties, 

helping them work together on an ongoing basis – adding 

projects, adding ideas and finding solutions when there’s 

a need. So I tell prospective suppliers, ‘speak with our 

members; they are the best ones to tell you what UGI is’.” 

Merchandising Committees Maximize Opportunities

Since expanding from grocery into fresh and other areas, 

such as equipment and services, UGI has established  

specific “merchandising” committees, comprising  

subject-matter experts in each category from among its 

members. “Our interaction with them is ongoing based on 

the different projects to be completed,” explains Gendron. 

There are now merchandising  

committees in meat/deli/seafood/HMR, 

produce and floral, bakery, and private 

label, as well as sub-committees, such as 

equipment and services, who respond on 

an as-needed basis.

While the role of the inaugural  

merchandising committee was to  

support those suppliers that recognized 

UGI by purchasing as much as possible 

from them, that function has expanded 

significantly in the many years since. 

The various committees now identify 

national-brand and private-label program 

opportunities, which the UGI team brings 

to fruition.

The merchandising committees offer 

suppliers an opportunity to present their 

programs to retailers with coast-to-coast 

representation in a single meeting – a 

sort of one-stop sales presentation.

UGI Partnership: Value for Vendors

EXPANDED 
MANDATE 

Much more than a  
buying group, and  
with a focus on  
growth, UGI manages: 

• Volume rebates

•  Preferred/exclusive 

supplier arrangements

•  Private-label  

programs

• Seasonal programs

•  National-brand  

promotions

• Store supplies

• Store equipment

• Services
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UGI supplier benefits
• Financial guarantee – volume rebate programs

• No additional costs – no service fees

• Private-label and national-brand opportunities

• National-brand co-ordinated promotions

• National-brand co-ordinated procurement

•  Access to senior merchandising and  

procurement people across Canada

•  Opportunity to present to the UGI member 

committees

National-brand opportunities
•  First to market with product launches –  

95% distribution in six weeks

• In and out products

•  BOGO deal and special pack offers

•  Half pallet, pallet or display programs

•  Unique pack offers for a limited period

• Seasonal programs

•  UGI-specific activities and promotions

•  Food-service, pharmacy, convenience offers

• Massive buys

• Clearance offers 

A national company owned 
solely by the members

$32+ 
billion  

in annual sales

31%  
food industry 
market share

20%  
of retail food 

channel

5,450
stores  

nationally

500 
partner  

suppliers 
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Significant Size = Huge Volume 

UGI members’ volume represents  

31 per cent of the Canadian food 

industry’s market share, and, as Gendron 

says, “UGI’s vendor partners have access 

to a group representing a significant  

portion of the ACV in Canada. Eleven 

members own UGI, but within those  

members, there are more than 25 banners 

representing 5,450 store locations. 

Under its new mission, UGI is looking to create new  

partnerships with suppliers of all business areas, all  

fresh departments, and other store operation services. 

While the organization is now approaching 500 partner-

suppliers, Gendron says UGI’s goal is “to add suppliers 

who will be happy to join us, and who get the support 

of our members. This is our win–win approach that has 

made us successful for 45 years.”

Present Priorities, Future Focus
Always seeking growth and value for its members, UGI 

is currently focusing its efforts on several fast-growing 

categories that Gendron has identified as “any products 

related to better for you; organic, natural, and antibiotic- 

and GMO-free.” Health and wellness is “a big priority”  

for UGI, he adds. 

The organization is also looking at such categories as 

pharmacy supplies and technology solutions, says  

Gendron, “but our main focus remains on all fresh areas – 

including HMR – where we have many opportunities  

available.”

Recently, UGI completely revamped its Simply Kids 

private-label line of baby products, created a dozen years 

ago. A team comprising vendors and members reviewed 

ingredients and packaging, and introduced an entirely 

new, and, as sales are proving, successful assortment of 

organic baby foods. “We are looking at expanding the 

product assortment in the coming months,” says Gendron. 

He praises the partnership that allowed the successful

development of the new line, noting that the success of 

UGI has been based on the fruitful collaboration between 

members and suppliers.

Besides Simply Kids, UGI is involved in over 50 different 

private-label categories, “and adding more as we go,” says 

Gendron, “taking into consideration evolving needs.”

There are still many untapped opportunities for future 

growth and efficiencies. Gendron cites, for example, 

freight costs, noting that too many trucks and containers 

are travelling in one direction, and returning empty. “Our 

retailers have many overlapping activities which can be 

consolidated to optimize efficiencies,” he says.

Optimizing efficiencies is a UGI strength, and one that 

will help drive the organization’s growth through the next 

45 years.
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The North West Company reaches customers in some 

of the most physically remote markets in Canada and 

around the world. UGI’s buying strength is a great 

complement to our skills and scale in logistics and 

community retailing.

-  Edward Kennedy, President and CEO,  
The North West Company

UGI Members & Board Members Say . . .

Metro is a member of UGI because membership ensures 

that our bargaining power with the vendors is maximized. 

Membership also gives us a view of the Canadian market 

because UGI has members from Newfoundland to B.C.,  

and having discussions and sharing thoughts can enrich 

the relationship.  Also, being a member of UGI allows us  

to explore areas such as services, which are outside of 

buying regular grocery or food products.  

-  Serge Boulanger, Senior Vice-President,  
National Procurement and  
Corporate Brands, Metro Inc.;  
Chairman of the Board, UGI

As Overwaitea is a founding member, UGI has  

both historical and current significance to our  

organization, and we congratulate it on achieving 

this milestone. UGI supplier partners benefit from 

the relationships they establish with UGI retailers, 

both in terms of deals we can put together and 

because of the strong network that exists for  

collaboration and idea-sharing, allowing us to grow 

our businesses together. It’s truly a win–win for 

everyone – especially our customers.

-  Darrell Jones, President,  
Overwaitea Food Group  

Core-Mark International is proud to be a relatively 

new member of the UGI family. We truly appreciate 

the comradery by the UGI members. Sharing common 

threads between the Convenience and Grocery  

channels has never been so advantageous. UGI  

facilitates a tremendous platform to share ideas and 

move our business forward. We congratulate UGI on a 

well-earned 45 years of service!

-  Chuck Arcand,  
Corporate Director of Canadian Marketing,  
Core-Mark Inc.

Longo’s joined UGI 20 years ago, because there was an  

opportunity to consolidate our purchasing power and to 

generate innovation with fellow members and leading CPG 

suppliers. Longo’s was able to leverage the procurement  

talent at UGI primarily for categories that we had less 

focus on, such as supplies and packaging. We were able to 

pass those savings onto our consumers. Another benefit 

is that the initiatives that are launched are driven directly 

from the members. From a private-label perspective,  

we were able to standardize our product specifications to 

help drive down costs throughout the supply chain. 

-  Pat Pessotto, VP Merchandising/Procurement,  
Longo Brothers Fruit Markets Inc.

As a group, the members of UGI represent a significant  

portion of the grocery market in Canada, giving us a 

presence and stature with the large CPGs that we would 

not have individually. When you combine this purchasing 

strength with the professional and respectful interactions 

that all of our representatives at UGI bring to discussions 

with our supplier partners, it leads to a relationship in  

which everyone benefits – including the consumer. We  

as members get access to the beneficial pricing that the 

largest players enjoy, and the suppliers can sell more  

product than they might otherwise have been able to.

-  Dan Bregg,  
President, Buy-Low Foods

continued on next page . . .
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Vendor support for UGI does not go unappreciated. In 1998, the organization  

established an annual vendor awards program to recognize excellence  

in merchandising and sales performance. The inaugural recipients were  

Scott Paper (Kruger Inc.) for “Best Merchandising Support,” and  

Hershey Canada for “Best Sales Increase.”

The same year, UGI also initiated an annual supplier appreciation dinner,  

a tradition that continues to the present. 

Vive les Vendors!

FCL has been a strong supporter of UGI for many years, 

dating back to its inception. Membership in UGI allows  

us to access the best prices, best services, and best  

technology that otherwise might not be available to us.  

UGI plays an important role in ensuring we remain  

competitive within the industry. By partnering with UGI 

and the other members, we have been able to simplify the 

procurement process, especially in the private-label area, 

by eliminating redundancy in the supply chain.

-  Brad Bauml, Executive Vice-President,  
Ag and Consumer Business,  
Federated Co-operatives Limited

We’re a relatively new member – we joined about 

2-1/2 years ago – but what we appreciate as a smaller 

member is the ability to connect with like-minded 

businessmen from coast to coast, and learn from 

them. And from just a visibility point of view, the 

connectivity with the vendor community from across 

Canada, and learning from them as well. But the  

biggest advantage that I think anybody has as a 

member of UGI is that we’re all in this together to 

serve our collective customers. 
- Mike Lovsin, Chairman, Freson Bros. 

continued from page 25 

UGI Retail Members Say . . .
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Being a vendor-partner to UGI has allowed Lassonde  

to build strong programs with added value for the  

members due to the large market share they  

represent. UGI has been very collaborative and  

adaptable over the years, always prepared to explore 

different avenues to capture new opportunities. As 

an example, in order to celebrate a well-known ethnic 

holiday, we presented an exclusive display and consumer 

contest opportunity, and provided a financial incentive 

to the members. The participation rate was excellent, 

and retailers benefited from increased sales and  

revenues; a true win–win for all parties involved! 

-  Josianne Légaré,  
Senior Vice-President Sales for Canada,  
A. Lassonde Inc.

Kruger Products has been a proud supporter of 

UGI since its beginning in 1972. We value our long-

standing relationship with UGI and all its members. 

UGI has provided Kruger Products the opportunity 

to creatively work with each of its INDIVIDUAL 

members while maintaining a strong, consistent and 

unified relationship with ALL of its members. UGI and 

its members have provided continued support of our 

brands and our people, and we thank them for this.

-  Michel Manseau,  
Corporate Vice President  
Consumer Sales Canada, 
Kruger Products L.P.

For many years, Kraft Heinz has been a proud partner  

with UGI. Throughout our partnership, Kraft Heinz has 

brought prominent national brands, industry-leading  

consumer insights, top-tier marketing, exciting innovation, 

and promotions like Kraft Hockeyville and Project Play  

that make an impact on consumers and communities.  

As a respected partner, UGI has provided initiative, sales 

opportunities, creativity and insight into its members and 

their respective communities. The result has been growth  

in sales, profits and market share for both our great  

companies. Congratulations on this significant milestone; 

we look forward to many more years of strong partnership 

and success with UGI and its members.

-  Dan Lafrance, Vice President,  
Sales and Foodservice,  
Kraft Heinz Canada

UGI is an important business partner; utilizing  

a collaborative business model, it provides  

manufacturers incremental opportunities to  

grow sales.

- Joe Fontana, Customer Team Director,  
McCormick Canada

 

We value our partnership with UGI. Collaborative 

business planning and execution ensures mutual  

benefit. With UGI, working together really does  

mean winning together!

-  Cheryl Smith, General Manager,  
Cheese and Yogourt,  
Parmalat Canada 

I’ve had the pleasure of working with Denis and the UGI 

team as a partner from both a digital marketing and CPG 

supplier perspective. UGI’s progressive approach – focusing 

on future trends to deliver innovative, value-add initia-

tives across its membership – also helps suppliers build 

a unified execution plan (with a point of difference) in 

the market. Having the opportunity to present to the UGI 

merchandising committee (in one meeting) has truly helped 

gain alignment to National programs – in the form of 

speed-to-market initiatives, display drives and/or seasonal 

events. Once participation is confirmed, it’s the UGI group’s 

transparency, integrity and collaborative efforts that hold 

suppliers/members accountable to their commitments – 

creating huge efficiencies and an overall win–win scenario.

-  Greg Dobbin, Director of Sales,  
Temple Lifestyle

 

What the Vendors Say...
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u n i t e d  g r o c e r s  i n c .

Special Message from UGI

Congratulations to all UGI members on a great 

 45th anniversary. Thank you to each and every  

one for your hard work, continuous support  

and strong engagement.

A special thanks to our partners and valued  

suppliers for your partnership and support  

to our members. 

These 45 years of success show how it is  

important to Work Together and Win Together.

Now, we should work on the next 45 years with  

the same passion and co-operation.

Thank you, and happy anniversary!

Denis Gendron
President
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